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Bringing Europe and third countries closer together through renewable 
Energies (BETTER)  

 

Electricity transfer from North African (NA) Concentrating Solar Power Stations with Thermal Energy 
Storage (CSP) to Europe via Point-to-Point (P2P) High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) power lines can 
be a business case with added value for both regions. This is the result of an investigation that took 
place within the scientific project BETTER ("Bringing Europe and Third Countries Closer Together 
Through Renewable Energies") that was commissioned by the EU, under the lead of CIEMAT (Centro 
de Investigaciones Energéticas, Medioambientales y Tecnológicas) with participation of the German 
Aerospace Center (DLR) and other international project partners.  

Since 2009, article 9 of the EU Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Commission rules electricity 
imports from non-European countries to Europe. However, this option has not been used up to date 
by any electricity provider. BETTER aimed to study the requisites that would be necessary to make 
such imports viable in economic, ecological and social terms.   
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The scientists found that Europe is facing an increasing demand for 
dispatchable and at the same time renewable sources of electricity, in 
order to increasingly replace conventional, fossil fuel fired power stations, 
like for instance in Germany. 

The study shows that a share of about 15-20 % dispatchable solar 
electricity imports can clearly ease a transition towards high renewable 
energy shares, massively reducing the needs for infrastructure in grid 
expansion, electricity storage and backup power plant capacities. Thus, 
CSP-HVDC electricity imports from North Africa can contribute 
significantly to the success of the European transition towards renewable 
energy. 

DLR-Infopage| Project Homepage | Funding Organization: European 
Commission 

Dr. Franz Trieb | +49 711 6262 431 | franz.trieb@dlr.e 

 

Morocco Renewable Energy Mix (MOREMix)  

Due to the current economic and demographic developments in the 
Kingdom of Morocco, the national demand for electricity increases by 
approximately 6 % per year. To address these energy-economic 
challenges, the country has set ambitious plans for the expansion of 
renewable energies. By 2020, their share should be increased to 42 % of 
installed capacity. The energy strategy of the Kingdom provides for an 
expansion of wind, solar and hydro-electric power on each 2 gigawatts by 
2020. This corresponds to the output of around six German coal power 
plants. As part of this development, the question of the optimal energy 
mix, according to the role of energy imports and on how the fluctuating 
production from wind and solar power can be meaningfully integrated. 

 

 

Against this background,  the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale 
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH and the German Aerospace Center 
(DLR) support the Moroccan Ministry of Energy (MEMEE) and the 
state-owned power utility ONEE in the development of future energy 
scenarios. The central question is how a sustainable energy system 
can arise based on rising share of renewable energy in Morocco, 
taking into account the system costs and the climate and 
environmental impact. In the final consideration and socioeconomic 
effects as regards domestic value added will play an important role for 
the Moroccan government. 

DLR developed the optimization model REMix-CEM for answering 
these questions (Renewable Energy Mix - Capacity Expansion Model). 
REMix CEM generated a cost-effective expansion planning of thermal 
and renewable assets with respect to a use optimization (dispatch) of 
various types of power plants for the energy system. Starting from an 
existing power plant and transmission network a detailed and high 
temporal resolution modelling of the generation capacity is carried 
out and optimized the whole system in the long run. 

Working closely with the ONEE and the Ministry of Energy important 
information has been compiled for the electricity sector in the 
framework of the project, which are required as input data for the 
development of electricity scenarios. Several consultation workshops 
of the relevant parameters and their implications for the creation of 
energy scenarios with the Moroccan partners were discussed. 

The energy scenarios are created in this case support the Moroccan 
partners in the medium to long-term energy planning. The Ministry of 
Energy, as well as the ONEE are thereby able to develop cost-
effective, and technically feasible expansion plans for renewable 
energy and better coordinate the interaction between different forms 
of production to one another. 

Funding Organization: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale 
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH 

Jürgen Kern | +49 711 6262 8119 | juergen.kern@dlr.e 

 

      
   

          
         

          
          

         
         

        
         

        
          

       
          

           
         

          
         

           
         

        
           

  
        

        
         

     
        

          

 
  

      
  

          

Energy [r]evolution - a sustainable world 
energy outlook 2015 
 
New long-term scenarios were calculated as basis for an 
update of the Greenpeace global Energy [R]evolution study, 
which was developed and published now five times since 
2006. The Energy [R]evolution scenarios are based on the 
assessment of trends of energy demand and supply patterns 
and the renewable energy potentials available in ten world 
regions. The normative scenarios were developed with a 
back-casting approach, driven by ambitious CO2 reduction 
targets and the world-wide phase-out of nuclear energy and 
coal. We elaborated development pathways and supply 
scenarios for electricity, heat and transport based on 
renewable energy technologies taking into account regional 
opportunities and barriers. The time horizon of the scenarios 
is from 2012 to 2050. Three scenarios were calculated to 
show the wide range of possible pathways in each world 
region: 
• a Reference scenario, reflecting a continuation of current 
trends and policies according to the IEA World Energy 
Outlook 
• the Energy [R]evolution scenario, designed to achieve a set 
of environmental policy targets resulting in an optimistic but 
still feasible pathway towards a widely decarbonized energy 
system by 2050 in close relation to basic framework 
assumptions of the Reference scenario 
• the Advanced Energy [R]evolution scenario, representing 
an ambitious pathway towards a fully decarbonised energy 
system already by 2050 with significant additional efforts 
compared to the “basic” Energy [R]evolution scenario 
The Greenpeace study including a description of scenario 
methodology, results and a data Annex can be found here: 
http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/publications/Ca
mpaign-reports/Climate-Reports/Energy-Revolution-2015/ 
  
Download: Study | Funding Organization: Greenpeace 
International  
Dr. Sonja Simon | +49 711 6262 781 | sonja.simon@dlr.de 
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Synthetic Liquid Hydrocarbons (SynKWS) 

Synthetic liquid hydrocarbons may play a major role in a future energy 
system that relies mainly on renewable energies. They could serve as 
‘chemical storage’ of renewable electricity, and their use in transportation 
promises a high potential. In the three-years Helmholtz energy-alliance 
“Synthetic Liquid Hydrocarbons - SynKWS (KWS stands for the German 
Kohlenwasserstoffe) - storage with highest energy density” the partners 
analysed and assessed selected paths for their production using renewable 
electricity and biomass by considering technical challenges, process 
optimization and system analysis aspects. The key components of the 
analysed processes are biomass gasification, electrolysis and a specially-
developed Fischer-Tropsch reactor, which allows for the production of 
high-quality liquid hydrocarbons. Each of the single processes involved in 
the production paths are still associated with considerable losses, and their 
energy and mass integration into the overall process has not been 
analysed sufficiently so far. Therefore, a particular focus of the project was 
on the identification of efficient process integration options as well as on 
the estimation of investment and operation costs of each process 
component. In addition, the utilization of synthetic hydrocarbons 
produced by the Fischer-Tropsch reactor was assessed by analysing their 
combustion characteristics. Finally, a systems analytical assessment was 
done by STB taking into account a future energy supply system 
characterized by high shares of renewable energies. 

Funding Organization: Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft Deutscher 
Forschungszentren e.V.  

Dr. Thomas Pregger | +49 711 6268 355 | thomas.pregger@dlr.de 

Future Power Supply Security in Southern Germany 

This study provides a model-based assessment of the future power supply 
security in southern Germany. Special attention is given to the 
consideration of the temporal variability in technical power plant 
availability.  

 

 

Starting from today’s power plant park and its future development, 
the study assesses for the years 2020, 2023 and 2025, whether 
power supply shortfalls might appear. The analysis is performed 
applying the DLR energy system model REMix, which simulates the 
operation of power supply, storage and transmission in hourly 
resolution. In the first part of the study, power plant availabilities were 
simulated by IER using a stochastic approach which allows for a 
proper evaluation of unplanned power plant outages. The simulation 
was calibrated based on historic data of power plant outages 
provided by the European Energy Exchange (EEX). The hourly profiles 
of power plant availability were used in the second part of the study 
to analyse the power system operation with the DLR energy system 
model REMix. The European power supply was modelled for 300 
variations of power plant availability providing the least-cost dispatch 
of all system components and the appearance and extent of supply 
shortfalls. Different supply scenarios were calculated assuming various 
power plant capacities, load and renewable power generation 
profiles, as well as grid extension.  

The REMix results show that in an unfavourable scenario of an early 
dismantling of power plants within and outside of Germany, supply 
shortfalls might appear already in the year 2020. Assuming a more 
favourable development of a later dismantling, there are no shortfalls 
in southern Germany until the year 2025, in northern Germany until 
2023. The maximum supply gap in Germany reaches around 9 GW in 
the unfavourable scenario for the year 2020 and 3 GW in the 
favourable scenario for 2025. These gaps can be closed by the 
provision of power plant reserve capacity, an extension of power 
plant lifetimes or alternative balancing options, including electric and 
thermal storage of demand side management. 

Funding Organization: Ministry of the Environment, Climate 
Protection and Energy Sector Baden Württemberg | Co-operation: 
University of Stuttgart, Institute for Energy Economics and the 
Rational Use of Energy (IER) 

Hans-Christian Gils | +49 711 6862 477 | hans.gils@dlr.de 

 

 

 

Commercialization of hydrogen fuel 
technology in Baden-Wuerttemberg, 
general and political framework, 
technology development and 
perspectives  
 
By supporting the energy transition towards renewable 
energies the German federal state Baden-Wuerttemberg 
supports a sustainable reduction of CO2-emissions. Apart 
from the electricity sector, new concepts for reduction of 
emissions must be implemented in other energy sectors 
including the transportation sector. The study for e-mobil 
Baden-Wuerttemberg GmBH, funded by the federal state 
ministries, investigates the expected contributions of 
hydrogen for medium and long term emission reductions.  
The studies aim is to identif expected areas of applications 
and required infrastructure for a future use of hydrogen in 
Baden-Wuerttemberg, with a special focus on the 
potentials for hydrogen up to 2030.  
As a universal energy source hydrogen can be used as fuel 
for all energy sectors. However, the study shows that a 
commercial application will appear in the transportation 
sector first. Also significant market potentials, that include 
the natural gas industry, the electricity generation and the 
chemical industry, will primarily be exploited after 2030.  
Today, in the transportation sector first small batch series 
for fuel cell vehicles exist. The market entry of fuel cell 
vehicles begins in the coming years. The success of this 
technology however is strongly dependent on the 
development of technology and operational costs, 
availabilities of fuel stations and efficiency of the energy 
convers ion process (within the car and at the station). This 
study investigates two scenarios, a “conservative” and an 
“ambitious” scenario. In the ambitious scenario around 
140.000 cars based on fuel cells are expected to be used on 
the roads in Baden-Wuerttemberg, with additional 900 city 
busses and 50 train engines fueled with hydrogen.      

http://www.helmholtz.de/
http://www.helmholtz.de/
mailto:thomas.pregger@dlr.de
mailto:hans.gils@dlr.de
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The ambitious development of fuel cell vehicles would lead to emission 
reductions in Baden-Wuerttemberg by approximately 200kt CO2. The 
graphic displays the contribution of cars, trucks, city busses and rail 
vehicles towards emission reductions in the transportation and energy 
sectors. Emission reductions in the transportation sector accumulate to 
approximately 380 ktCO2. If the actual electricity mix is used for 
evaluating the overall emissions, the emission reductions in the 
transportation sector face additional emissions in the electricity sector of 
around 180 ktC02, leading to an overall emission reduction potential of 
200 ktCO2. Based on the electricity mix the specific emissions accumulate 
to 60 gCO2 per kilometer for a fuel cell car of the compact class. The 
emission reduction potential will significantly increase in the following 
years: After 2030 the share of hydrogen vehicles will increase rapidly and 
simultaneously the specific emissions of the electricity mix will decrease 
and cut in half between 2030 and 2040.  

The presentation of the final results will take place in February 17th 2016 
at DLR Stuttgart. 

Funding Organization: e-mobil Baden-Württemberg GmbH | Co-operation: 
LBST Ottobrunn (Koordination), DLR Institute of Vehicle Concepts 
Stuttgart  

Frieder Borggrefe | +49 711 6862 431 | frieder.borggrefe@dlr.de 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Analysis of infrastructural options to integrate 
renewable energies in Germany and Europe 
considering security of supply (INTEEVER) 

The integration of high shares of spatially and temporally distributed 
fluctuating energy resources is an increasing challenge for the future 
of energy supply. In order to integrate renewable energies into the 
energy system while ensuring security of supply at the same time, an 
extensive transformation of the existing energy infrastructure is 
necessary. Therefore, energy storage, inter-regional power 
transmission, demand side management as well as a flexible power 
generation will play a major role for the energy supply in the future. 
The main objective of the project INTEEVER is the investigation of the 
importance of these flexibility options on a regional, national and 
European scale by applying an integrated modelling approach. For 
this purpose the cooperation of DLR, IFK and IWES brings together 
experts in the fields of scenario development and energy system 
modelling. The key element of the model based analyses is DLR’s 
energy system model REMix which determines the optimal operation 
and composition of the European electricity system from a 
macroeconomic point of view. Further investigations are focusing on 
future challenges and restrictions occurring on the level of the 
transmission and distribution grids as well as a detailed analysis of 
behavioural aspects regarding important actors in the electricity 
market. 

Funding Organisation: Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and 
Energy (BMWi) | Co-operation: University of Stuttgart, Institute of 
Combustion and Power Plant Technology (IFK), Fraunhofer Institute 
for Wind Energy and Energy System Technology (IWES):  

Dr. Thomas Pregger | +49 711 6268 355 | thomas.pregger@dlr.de 

New Studies Developing speed-up methods from Applied 
Mathematics and Computer Science for the 
optimization of energy systems models 
(BEAM-ME)  
 
The research project BEAM-ME aims at improving computational 
performance of energy system models. Energy system models 
(ESM) are widely used in research and industry to analyze today’s 
and future energy systems and potential pathways for the 
European energy transition. Current studies address future policy 
design, analysis of technology pathways and the analysis of 
future energy systems. To analyze these questions and support 
the transformation of today’s energy systems, ESM are required 
to become increasingly complex in order to provide valuable 
quantitative insights for policy makers and industry. Especially 
when analyzing uncertainty and integration of large shares of 
renewable energies, ESM requires a detailed implementation of 
the underlying electricity system. Due to the increasing 
complexity of the models, for research institutions and industries 
all over Europe applying ESM becomes more and more difficult, 
as boundaries with regard to computational power of today’s 
decentralized workstations impose significant constraints to 
energy market modelling. Within this project the consortium of 
researchers from different research fields (system analysis, 
mathematics, operations research and informatics) develop new 
strategies to increase computational performance of energy 
system models and to apply energy system models to high 
performance computing. Within the project, the DLR Energy 
System Modell REMix will be applied to two of Germans fastest 
supercomputers. The project further implements a “modelling 
experiment” for up to seven energy system models in order to 
jointly develope, implement and benchmark speed-up methods.  
  
 

mailto:frieder.borggrefe@dlr.de
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The project aims at identifying efficient strategies and developing general 
standards for increasing computational performance and for applying ESM 
to high performance computing. These strategies for improved ESM 
modelling allow development of new complex energy system models that 
cannot be solved today. These model can e.g. addresses questions with 
regard to robust scenario development and decisions under uncertainty.  
 
Funding Organization: Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy 
(BMWi) | Co-operation: Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) at the 
Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ), High Performance Computing Center 
Stuttgart (HLRS) of the University of Stuttgart, Zuse Institute Berlin (ZIB), 
Institut for Mathematics TU Berlin, GAMS Software GmbH 

Dr. Benjamin Fuchs | +49 711 6268 261 | benjamin.fuchs@dlr.de 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Macroeconomic effects and distribution issues of 
the German energy transition (“Energiewende”)  

The aim of the German energy transition is the transformation of the 
energy system towards a more climate-friendly system. Major 
elements of this transformation are the increase of energy efficiency 
as well as the expansion of renewable energies. For the political 
monitoring of the energy transition a number of indicators are 
required some of which are provided by energy balances or the 
working group on Renewable Energies – Statistics (AGEE-Stat). 
However, the provision of indicators regarding macroeconomic effects 
of the energy transition is methodically rather difficult. So far methods 
and indicators for individual areas have been developed but none that 
cover all aspects of the energy transition. 

This project has the goal to provide relevant macroeconomic 
indicators of the energy transition based on a consistent 
methodology. On the one hand these indicators will be derived in an 
ex-post analysis starting with the year 2000 in order to support the 
monitoring process. On the other hand their future development will 
be determined based on energy scenarios. 

The results will be published on the internet platform of the Federal 
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) 
http://www.bmwi.de/DE/Themen/Energie/energiedaten-und-
analysen.html 

Funding Organisation: Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and 
Energy (BMWi) | Co-operation: Gesellschaft für wirtschaftliche 
Strukturforschung mbH (gws), Osnabrück; Deutsches Institut für 
Wirtschaftsforschung (DIW); Pgronos AG; Fraunhofer Institut für 
System und Innovationsforschung (ISI) 

Marlene O’Sullivan | +49 711 6268 667 | marlene.osullivan@dlr.de

http://www.bmwi.de/DE/Themen/Energie/energiedaten-und-analysen.html
http://www.bmwi.de/DE/Themen/Energie/energiedaten-und-analysen.html

